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SUMMARY 
The paper deals with equilibrium distributions of n electrons (point charges --l) 
on plane conductors in the shape of a simple closed curve. For Jordan curves y 
of class C 3+~ and a certain roundness, ~ precise formula is obtained for the ~symptotie 
behavior of equilibrium sets of n points. The results extend and refine the sophisticated 
work of Pommerenke on the asymptotic distribution of Fekete points (and other 
equilibrium points) on "strongly analytic" Jordan curves. They enable one to 
obtain a close estimate for the field due to n electrons in equilibrium (Faraday 
cage effect). The basic tool in the paper is a quantitative Tauberian result to the 
effect that i£ for a given distribution of n electrons on a smooth, roundish Jordan 
curve, the tangential forces are small, then the electrons are close to an equilibrium 
configuration, except possibly for a conformal rotation. 
1. II~TRODUCTIOI~ AI~D RESULTS 
Let y be a Jordan curve in the complex z-plane. I t  is convenient o 
introduce the normalized 1 -  1 conformal map z = •(w) from the exterior 
of the unit  circle in the w-plane onto the exterior of y: ¢ (~)  = c~, ~b'(~) > 0. 
As is well-known, ~b can be extended to a 1 -  1 continuous function on 
the closed region Iw] ~> 1 (see, for example, [13], p. 290); the inverse map 
will be denoted by w= T(z). I t  follows that  ~, has the special parametric 
representation 
z=~(eit), O<t<2~.  
We will assume throughout hat y is o/ class CP + where p is a positive 
integer. By  this we mean that 
(~.1) ¢(w) eel ,  ~'(w)~0, Jwl>l. 
(If y has some parametric representation of ordinary class C~ +~ (s> 0) 
and with nonvanishing derivative, (1.l) fo l lows-el .  [1], ch. 10; certain 
weaker conditions also suffice for (].1), cf. [12].) 
Now let Zl, ..., zn be n distinct points on ~, arranged counter-clockwise: 
z~=qS(e~tlO, I t= l ,  . . . ,n ;  h<. . .<tn (<t l+2n) .  
1) Work supported, in part, by NSF grants GP-8445 and GP-38584. 
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We suppose that each point z~ carries an "electron" or electric charge 
-1 .  The normalized electrostatic force on an electron at a point z of ~, 
due to the electron at zk, equals grad log Iz-zk]. Using the arc length 
ds=[qS'(eit)Idt along ~, the tangential component of this force can be 
expressed as 
b d /dS=F(t,t~)/,q~),(e~t)," T(z, z~)= log Iz-z~l = ~ log ]qD(elt)--qD(eit~)l ~[ 
Here we have introduced the function 
b F(t, u)= ~ log [qD(e ~t) --q~(e~U)] 
(1.2) = log 12 sin  (t-u)l + log j 
-3- ! cot l ( t -  u) + G(t, u) 
which plays a basic role in this paper. 
One concludes that the tangential component of the total ]orce on the 
electron at zj, due to the electrons at all the other points z~, is given by 
(1.3) Tj(zl, ..., zn)= ~ T(zj, zk)= ~ F(t~, t~)/]O'(dt~)l. 
k~:j k:~j 
Assuming that y is a conductor, the electrons will be constrained to 
by forces normal to the curve. Thus they will be in equilibrium if and 
only if all the net tangential forces are zero, or equivalently, 
(1.4) ~. F(tj, t~)=O, j= l ,  . . . ,n. 
k~=i 
Any set of points zl, ..., zn on y for which (1.4) is satisfied will be called 
an nth order equilibrium set. Our standard notation for such sets will be 
~k = q)(e%), k = 1, ..., n; 01 <.. .  < 0~ (< 01 + 2~). 
An important special case is provided by sets of Felcete points of order n. 
These are sets of points zl, ..., zn on ~ such that the product 
I I  lzj-z l 
(with n fixed) is an absolute maximum. For electrons at nth order Fckete 
points, and constrained to y, the potential energy 
V(zl, ..., zn)= - ~ log [~(eit~)-q~(eltk)[ 
is an absolute minimum; one readily verifies that the equations b V/btj = 0 
imply (1.4). 
In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior of nth order equilibrium 
sets on what we call roundish Jordan curves. For any two points z and 
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on y, let e¢' be the angle at z from the (extended) vector z -~ to the 
(outward) normal at z, and let cJ' be the angle at ~ from ~-z  to the normal 
at ~. A curve y will be called roundish if there is a constant c=c(y)> 0 
such that for all pairs of points z, ~ on y, 
cos (~'+~")>c> 0. 
Observe that for a circle, always ~'+~" ~ 0 (mod 2z). 
On the unit circle, the nth order equilibrium sets are given by the nth 
roots of unity modulo rotation (eft Section 4, Application 1). One might 
expect that the nth order equilibrium sets on any Jordan curve y are 
approximately the conformal images of suitably rotated sets of nth roots 
of unity. However, the precise structure of these sets is more complicated, 
as POM~EN~ discovered when he considered nth order Fekete points 
on analytic curves [7, 8]. I t  can be seen from formula 0.8) below that 
for curves different from a circle, a certain noneonstant shi]t ]unction 
will enter the picture. 
Our approach to the problem is based on the reasonable xpectation 
that sets of n electrons which are nearly in equilibrium must somehow 
be close to an equilibrium set. Theorem 1 (Section 4) is a precise Tauberian 
result of this type; roughly spe~king, it says the following. Let ~1, ..., ~n 
form an equilibrium set on a roundish Jordan curve y of class C ~, and 
suppose that /or electrons at points zl . . . .  , z~ of y, the tangential /orces 
T~(zl, ..., zn) are small. Then if the points z~ alternate with the points $~, 
they must be relatively close to the points obtained from the $~'s by a 
suitable eonformal rotation (that is, a transformation  y corresponding 
to a rotation on twl = 1). More importantly, if the points z~ do not alternate 
with the points Sk, they must be very close to the latter. 
Theorem 1 makes it possible to obtain close approximations to nth 
order equilibrium sets: all one has to do is construct sets of n points 
for which the tangential forces are small. We begin by calculating the 
forces when the points z~ are eonformal images of rotated nth roots of 
unity :
k 
zk=qS(eitk), t~=~+2Stn, 1~= 1, ..., n. 
In this case, it will be found that for y of class C~+, p >~ 3, 
n 2~ 
0.5) ~ F(tj, t~)= ~p.v.  S F(t, u)du-G(tj, tj)+o(n3-~) 
k*~" 0 
(see (4.11) below). Here the principal value integral will turn out to be 
zero (cf. (4.13)); G is the regular part of F (1.2). Thus the corresponding 
tangential forces (1.3) will be uniformly bounded, but they will not tend 
to zero as n -~ oo (unless G(t, t)= O, which would mean that y is a circle). 
Attempting to reduce the tangential/orces, we will apply a small non- 
constant perturbation to our equidistant tk's. Let ~ be an as yet unde- 
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termined smooth real function of period 2~. Taking n sufficiently large, 
we let our new t~'s be the solutions o/ the equations 
-=a+2z l  , k= l, .. n. t - ~( t )  n n "' 
For y of class Or+, p > 3 and T of class C~ -1, it will turn out that now 
~ F(tj, t~) = ~ p.v. I f(O, u) d u - f(u) 
(1.6) k*i o 
- G(t3, t~) + O(n -1) + o(na-v) 
(see (5.4) below). Since p.v. ~2o'F(t, u)du=O, the right-hand side of (1.6) 
will reduce to the remainder term O(n ~1) + o(nZ-~) provided q~ is a solution 
o/ the integral equation 
1 2n 
2-~ p.v. ~ F(t, u) dqJ(u) = - G(t, t). 
o 
This equation will be given the more convenient form 
1 ~" 1 ~--~bj" log lz-¢(e~u)l d~(u)= ~S log lz-~l d#(~) 
(1.7) 
=1log ]T'(z)t+C, z on }, 
where of course ff{O(etu)}=~(u). A solution exists; it is unique when 
required to have certain minimal smoothness and average zero, and it 
is of class Cv -1 (Section 5). 
With ~ satisfying (1.7) and te's as indicated, the tangential forces will 
be small. Choosing ~ such that, say, the point z,=qS(e~t,) coincides with 
the equilibrium point ~n=¢(e~°~), our Theorem 1 will give the principal 
TREO~E~ 2. For every roundish Jordan curve ~ o/class C 3+ there exists 
a sequence o/numbers en ~ 0 with the [ollowing property. Let n be any integer 
> 2, and let 
~=~b(ei%), k=l  . . . .  , n; (0o=0n-27~<) 01<...<On 
be any nth order equilibrium set on y. Then in terms el the unique solution 
cf o/ (1.7) with average zero, and with a=Oo-q~(Oo)/n, one has 
n n 
(1.8) 
= Oo+ 2~ + {~ (Oo + 2~) -~o(Oo)} l+(rd, 
k= 1, ..., n, where 
(1.9) max I"~I <~/n ,  max I<~I <~:ln, 
k k 
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en'=en+ ( l /n)max IWI max I~'[- For curves o~ class C 4+, there is a constant 
K = K(V) such that en <K/n, n = "2, 3, .... 
A more refined discussion of equation (1.6) shows that, for y of class 
C 4+, there is a function Z depending only on y such that 
( (1.9') (~,~=Z ~+2~ ~-~ +o 
(Section 6); further development is possible when p > 4. 
In [7], POMMERENKE obtained a formula of the type (1.8) with remainder 
O(1/n ~) for Fekete points of order n on certain "strongly analytic" curves; 
his work applies also to arbitrary equilibrium sets on such curves. Since 
strongly analytic curves are roundish (see Section 3 below), our result 
is an extension of his. (PoMMEI~ENKE has also dealt with Fekete points 
on arbitrary analytic curves [8]; we plan to extend that work in a later 
paper.) Our way of introducing the shift function ~ and the careful 
discussion in Section 5 should help clarify its role. 
As observed earlier by the author and GEVECI [4], an estimate of the 
type (1.8), (1.9) has implications for the electrostatic field due to electrons 
at nth order equilibrium points ~1, ..., Cn. Let y be any roundish Jordan 
curve of class C s+ which is not a circle, and let D be its interior. Then 
on any compact subset o~ D (which is not just a finite set of points), the 
field will for large n be o/ precisely the same order o/smallness as the field 
due to a single electron on y. The precise formula is 
(1.10) d°n(Z)*= - ~- -~ =grad Ui(z)+o(1); 
it holds uniformly on every compact subset of D. Here * denotes the 
complex conjugate, grad stands for 5/bx+ib/by, and U~(z) is a harmonic 
function in D related to the exterior mapping function: it has boundary 
values ½ log IT'(z)l. 
I t  would be of great interest o obtain results on equilibrium sets in 
other situations. The present methods might be useful in the ease of 
piecewise smooth roundish curves (what happens near corners ?), and 
perhaps even in the very important ease of roundish surfaces in 3-dimen- 
sional space. It  would also be nice to know how many nth order equi- 
librium sets there can be on a given roundish curve as n -+ oo. Formulas 
(1.8), (1.9') suggest some kind of uniqueness, taking into account obvious 
symmetries. 
2. COMPARISO~ OF CE~TM~ SUMS WIT~ PaIz~crPAz-vAL~TE IZ~EORALS 
Ultimately, the net tangential forces on  the electrons in certain con- 
figurations will be est imated by  relating the sums 
F(t~, t~) 
It*] 
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in (1.3) to integrals of the form 
2~ 
S F(t~, u)clu, 
0 
or of similar, but more complicated, type. Such comparisons would be 
simple ff the points t~ would be equidistant, and the ftmctions F(tj, u) 
smooth. However, our points will only be approximately equidistant, and 
the function F(t, u) has a pole for u=t (1.2). Thus, rather elaborate 
preparation is required. 
We will say that a complex-valued function ] is of class G if it is of 27t 
class C r on ( -~,  ~)  and has period 2~r. M(/) will denote max [/[, and 
~o(f, 8) will be the modulus of continuity 
sup I/(x+h)-/(~)l, x e R 1, Ihl <~. 
Similar definitions of M and w apply to functions of several variables. 
We begin with a standard estimate for sums corresponding to equi- 
distant points. 
FORMULA 2.1. 
where 
Let g(x) be in C~:, r>O. Then 
( n So g(x) dx ÷ En(g), 
k=l  
]E.(g)l ~< o~(g('), ~/n) n 1- r .  
SKETCH OF PROOF. Introducing 
Q, (x )=E~ ~ x ÷!  ~s in~x 
1 7g~ 
and its indefinite integrals ~s(x) of order s -1  and average zero, one has 
for r> 1, 
2n 2~t 
En(g) =S g(x) d~l(nx) = ( - 1)r nl-r S ~r(nx) g(r)(x) dx. 
0 0 
The last integral may be written as a sum of integrals ~a+t ]g(r) over 
contiguous intervals of length (~=u/n with the property that S: +t ]=0.  
Dividing the interval (a, a + 8) into a large number of pairs of small sub- 
intervals over which the integrals of ] are equal in absolute value but 
of opposite sign, one finds that 
a+~ a+~ 
l J" lg ( ' ) l<~(g( ' ) ,a )½J  ' Ill. 
The proof is completed by the observation that S~  [~,1 < 2. 
For r = 0 it will be useful to have a more general formula that allows 
for small irregular perturbations of the points 2uk/n: 
Fo~Mu~ 2.2. 
Then 
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Let g(x) be in C2~ and let 
xe=xo÷2~k--÷~k, t~k]<.<~, k=l , . . . ,n .  
n 
~, g(x~) - ~ g(x) dx < ~o(g, ~ + ~/n). n. 
k=l  0 
SKETC~ OF PROOF. For x between Xo+2zk/n-ze/n and Xo+2~k/n+ 
+z~/n, one has ix-x~l<~+z/n, hence 
[g(x)- g(xe) l< co(g, ~ + z/n). 
We also note a simple result for sums related to principal-value integrals 
and corresponding to equidistant points: 
FORMULA 2.3. Let /(x) be such that 
g(x)=/(x)-a cot ~x 
is o/ class C" 2~, r> O. Then 
~: / 2~ =Np.v .  
k=l  
2~ 
S/(x) dx -  g(o) + E,(g), 
O 
where En(g) satisfies the same inequality as in .Formula 2.1. 
SKETCH OF PROOF.  
g(x), one obtains 
Z 2z  
k=l  
Applying Formula 2.1 to the present function 
= 5 g 2z~ = -~ g(x) dx-g(2~)+E~(g) 
k=l  
n 2g-  
=-  lira ~ /(x)dx-g(o)+En(g). 
2~ ~ 40 
CERT~ SMOOTH PERTU~B&T~O~S. From here on, we will consider 
sums involving points that are obtained from equidistant ones by a simple 
smooth perturbation. Let ~(t) be a real function in G~, q ~> 1. We consider 
the equation 
1 
(2.1) t-q~(t) n=X 
where we take n fixed, ~>2M(~'). The unique solution of (2.1) will be 
denoted by 
t = w(x)=w(x; n). 
Observe that v2(x+2~)=~(x)+2~ , and that the difference 
(2 .2)  ~,(x) - x = ~(t)ln = ~{v, (x )} /n  
29 Series A 
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will be of class C~. On.e has 
1 
y/(x) = 1 - qJ (t)/n ' ~"(x) = q~"(t){yI (x)}a/n, ... ; 
it follows that  
(2.3) M(~' -  1)<P~/n, M(~p(s)) <<.P~/n, 2<s<q 
where P I=2M(~' )  and every P8 is a constant hat  can be written as a 
polynomial in M(?'), ..., M(qD(s)) with positive absolute constants as 
coefficients. 
For given n and ~, we now define numbers tk = t~(n, ~) as the solutions 
of (2.1) corresponding to x=~+2Jrk/n. In other words, 
(2.4) t,~ = v,(~ + 2~]~/n), k = 1, ..., n. 
FO~Vr~A 2.4. Let g and the real /unction q~ be in C~,, r >~ 1, and let 
n >~ 2M(cp'). Then 
n 2zt 
k=l  
where 
]En(g, q~, a)l < w(g(r), 2~/n) nl-r + Qrn-r. 
Here Qr is a constant hat can be expressed as a polynomial in 
M(g'), ..., M(g(r)), M(~') . . . .  , M(~(r)) 
with positive absolute constants as coeI~cients; every term contains precisely 
one /actor M(g(s)). 
PROOF. 
to obtain 
where 
We apply Formula 2.1 to the function 
a(x) = g{~(~ + x)} = g(~) 
k=l  k~l  
= 2-~ I g(u) d u -  + E~(a) ,  
~(o;) 
The principal term in the expansion of G(r) = {g(~)}(r) is 
Tr=g(r)(~p)(~p') r. 
To estimate o) for a product or a composition, one uses the simple 
inequalities 
o)(/: 12, ~) < o~(/:, ~) M(/~) + M(/:) o~(/~, ~), 
~{1(~), ~} < ~{/, ~(~, ~)}. 
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We now observe that by (2.3), 
M(y/) < 1 + 2M(q~')/n< 2. 
Thus o)0p, 8) < 28, hence 
o~(g(r)(~v), s/n) < o~(g(r), 2sin) (and < 2M(g(r)) . 
Also, by the exact formula for ~'(x), 
o,(v/, 8) < SM@')/n. 
I t  follows that 
l o~(Tr, 7~ln)<~o)(g(r), 2~ln){1 + 2M(T')/n} r 
(2.5) + M(g(r)) rMr-l(*fl ') w(W' , z/n) 
< o)(g(r), 27~fn) +2r+2(1 + r) M(g(r)) M(T')/~. 
For r~> 2, there are other terms T in the expansion of G(r); for them, 
it will suffice to use the estimate co(T, 8)< 2M(T). Indeed, all these terms 
T are products involving a derivative of g and one or more derivatives 
of y~; at least one of the latter will be of order s ~> 2, hence bounded by 
Ps/n (2.3). This observation and (2.5) establish the desired remainder 
estimate. 
We finally have to deal with points t~ and sums related to principM- 
value integrals : 
Gr+l FORMULA 2.5. Let qo be real and in ~ , r>>.l, let n~>2M@') and let 
the numbers t~ = t~(n, ~) be defined as the solutions o/the equationa t-qo(t)ln = 
=~+2~Ic/n, k=l ,  . . . ,n. For some j, l< j<n,  let /=]i be such that 
g(u) = gj(u) =/j(u) + ~ cot ½(u-tA 
is in C~,. Then 
y. /j(t~)= ~ p.v. S/j(u) d u-~o(u) 
- gj(tj) - ½V(O) /{n  - ~'( t j )} + E . (~,  gj, ~o), 
where 
lZn(o¢, !~j, 9)1 ~-~ {(o(gl (r), 2:~/n) + o)(~(r÷l), 2~//b)} ig 1-r + Qrj ~,-r. 
Here Q~ is a constant hat can be expressed as a polynomial in 
M(g/), ..., M(gj(r)), M(q)'), ..., M(~(r+l)) 
with positive absolute constants as coe~cients. 
PROOF. For fixed n, ~ and j, we write iJ=/, gi=g, set o~+27~j/n=fl 
(so that ,p(fl)=tj), and define 
~V(x) = 1{~(~ + x)}  = U(x)  - H(x) - ~a cot ix, 
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where 
G(~) = g{~(~ +x)}, 
/ t (~):  ½ cot ½{~(t~ + x) - ~(~)}- ½a cot ½z, a-- 1/~'(~). 
Observe that G(x) is in C~=; the function H(x) is only of class O '-~ 2= , but 
it will turn out to be 0(l/n). We now use Formula 2.1 first for G, and 
then for H (replacing r by r -1  for H): 
~: /(t~)= ~ ~ 2~ : ~ F 2~ 
k:~t k* i  k~l 
(2.6) = ~ G 2~ - ~ H|2z -}  
k=l  k=l k n /  
2zt 
n 
= ~ p.v. ° ~ F(x) dx -  G(o) + H(o) + En(G) - En(H) 
(compare Formula 2.3). 
We will show first that the above principal-value integral is equal to 
the one in Formula 2.5. One has 
2~ 2~-- e 
p.v .  I F(z) dx=lim .f /{~p(fl+x)}dx 
0 840 8 
Here 
= lim 5 /(u) d u -  cp(u) . 
¥(/3 +~) 
~0(fl + e)=~o(fl) + ~p'(fl)e+o(e)=tj ~= be+o(8), b=~'(f l)>0. 
Thus the interval of integration in the fiuM integral may be obtained 
by putting together intervals of the form 
11 = [tj + be, 2~ + t¢- be], I2 = [tj + be + o(e), tj + bs], 
Ia = [2zt + t j -  be, 2~ + t j -  be ÷ o(e)]. 
As e ~ O, the integral over I1 tends to 
2~ 
The integrals over the other intervals tend to zero: indeed, on 12 and h ,  
/(~) = O{oot ½(u - tj)} = o ~,  
while the lengths of the intervMs are o(e). 
We next remark that G(o)=g(tj), and that 
(2.7) IE~(G)I < ~(Gcr), =In) nl-~ < ~(g(r), 2z/n) n! -r + Qr n -r, 
precisely as in Formula 2.4. 
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In considering H(x), it will be convenient to restrict ourselves to some 
interval such as [ -~-1 ,  ~+ 1]. We now split off the singular parts of 
the cotangents: 
1 a 
HI(z) w(x) x '  w(x)=~v(fl + x)-~(f l ) ,  a= 1/~'(fl). 
The remaining part 
/ /2@)  =g(x)  - H i (x )  
will vanish for x=0,  hence 
H(o) = Hi(o) = - lw"(o)/{w'(o))2 = - W(~) /{~' ( f l )}~ 
= -- ½q~"(tl)/{n-- T'(tj)}. 
By Formula 2.1, 
iEn(H)I < co(H(r-1), gin) n 2-r 
(2.s) 
< ~o(Hl '-~>, ~ln) ('> n 2-r + ~rM(H~ )n 1-r. 
To estimate eo(H(x "-1), (~), we introduce xHl (x )=K(x)  so that 
1 
HI(X) = S K ' (xv)dv ,  
o 
hence 
o)(Hi ,-1), (~) < w(K (r), (~). 
Setting ~p(fl+x)=u and remembering that ~(fl)=tl, one has by (2.1), 
1 
u-of (u)  1 =f l+x,  t j -~(t j )  n =fl, 
and thus 
X X 
K(x) =xHl (x )  = ~ - -a= 
w(x) w(fl + x) - w(~) 
= 1 1 q~(u)-- of(t1) a = Z(u), 
n u--t j  
- -a  
say. In other words, K(x)=Z{~(f l+x)};  just as in the proof of Formula 
2.4, one concludes that 
~(K( , ) ,  ~ln) < o~(Z('), 2~ln) + Q,ln, 
where Qr can be expressed in terms of suprema of derivatives of g and T. 
Now 
Z(u) = 1 - -a -  - q~'{ti÷ (u--t~)v} dv, 
no 
hence 
o~(x(% (~) <. ~(~(~+:), (~)/n, M(Z(~) ) < M(Iv(~+:))/n. 
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Collecting results, it follows that 
(2.9) wCH(1 "-1), az/n) < eo(Tcr+l), 27~/n)/n ÷ Qr*/n 2, 
where the constant Qr* can be expressed as a polynomial in M(~'), ..., 
M(~(r+l)). 
The /unction H2(x), finally, is much easier to handle. Setting 
1 
L(y) = ½ cot ½y- ~, 
one has 
H2(x) = L{w(x) } - aL(x). 
The main term in the expansion of H~Cr) will be 
L(r)(w)(w')r-aL(r)(x) = {L(r)(w)-L(r)(x)}(w')rq - {(w')r- a} L(r)(x); 
the other terms all contain one or mere factors w(s) with s> 2. I t  follows 
from (2.3) that each of the quantities 
w'(x) -  1 =V'(f lq-x)- 1, w(x) - -x= S {w'(y)- 1}dy, 
0 
a-- 1 = {1/V'(fl)}-- 1, w(s)(x)=lp(~)(flq- x), s>2 
is of the form O(1/n), and that the constants in the O-terms are of the 
right kind. One concludes that 
(2.10) M(H(2 ")) < Qr**/n, 
where Qr** can be expressed as a polynomial in M(T'), ..., M(~{r)). 
Combination of (2.7)-(2.10) completes the proof of the remainder 
formula. 
R~,MAI~x 2.6. It  is sometimes convenient to consider numbers t~ which 
are the solutions of an equation of the type 
t-~o(t) n -~Rt)-~ =~+2~u,  k=l ,  ..., n. 
In this case, the function ~0(t) in (2.1) has the form 
1 
(2.1 l) ~(t) = ~0(t) + ~l(t) ~. 
For the validity o i Formula 2.5, it now su/fices to require (i] r>2)  that qDo 
G~'+I r be in 2, and qJ1 in Ce~. The corresponding remainder estimate is 
IEn( a, gi, ~)i <~ {m(g~ "), 2oz/n) q- o)(T(0 ~+1), 2~/n) ÷ eo(~(1 ~), 2z/n)} ul-r + Qr~ n-r; 
the constant Qrj can be expressed as a polynomial in M(g/), ..., M(gj(r)), 
M(~o'), ..., M(~0(r+l)), M(~,'), ..., M(q~l (r)) with positive absolute constants 
as coefficients. 
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For the proof, one splits ~0(x) as y~0(x)+@(x), where W0(x) is the solution 
of the equation t -~o( t ) /n=x.  Similarly, one splits 
H(x) = H0(x) +R(x), 
where H0 corresponds to ~o in the way H corresponds to ~. The function 
R is only of class C~ 2, but it is 0(1/n2). The principal part of the bound 
for o)(R(r-2), ($) is (O(~l (r), 2(~)/n 2. 
One can, of course, go further in this direction by adding, to (2.11), 
terms of the form q~2(t)/n2+ .... 
3. I~OUNDIS~ JORDA~ CURVES 
Let y be a Jordan curve in the z-plane of class G 1+, and lot z= qi(w) 
demote the (continuous extension to lw] > 1 of the) normalized conformal 
map from the exterior of /1: ]w] = 1 onto the exterior of y (Section 1). 
Earlier, we gave a geometric definition of roundish curves (of. the proof 
of Lemma 3.1 below). We will now characterize such curves in terms of 
the basic function 
F(t, u)= 5 log IqS(e~t)-qS(e~u)l 
ie~t qD'(eit) (3.1) = Re 
= ½ cot l ( t -  u) + G(t, u); 
here 
b ~(e~)  - ~(e~) 
(3.2) G(t, u)= l~e~ log ett_e~ u
I t  will next be shown that the strongly analytic curves considered by 
PO~IVIERE~TKE [7] are roundish. We will finally prove a fundamental 
lemma of Tauberian character. 
L~M~A 3.1. 
the /unction 
5F  1 5G 
Fu(t, u) bu - 4sin ~ ½(t -u )  + b--u 
o/ t and u has a positive min imum m=m(y). 
PROOF. For e i t¢e  iu one can write 
eit~)'(eit) eiu~)'(e~) .t 
(3.3) F~(t, u)= Re (¢(~i---~(e~) "
q)( e iu ) q)(eit)) " 
Here the arguments of the two factors have a simple geometric meaning. 
Set q~(e ~t) = z, qS(e tu) = ~, and let N' and _h~" denote the directions of the 
outward normals to ~ at z and $, respectively. Then N' is the image, 
A Jordan curve y (o/class C 1÷) is roundish i~ and only i/ 
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under the conformal map z = O(w), of the direction e ~t of the normal to 
I" at w=e ~t. Thus 
arg N '= arg e~t+ arg ¢'(e~t). 
I t  follows that the first quotient in (3.3) has argument equal to arg N ' -  
- arg (z -$ )=a ' ,  say. Similarly, the second quotient has argument equal 
to arg 2V"- arg ($-z)=cJ'. One concludes that the product in (3.3) has 
argument a' +a", hence 
(3.4) Fu(t, u)= I~'(e~9 ~'(e~)l Iz- ~l 2 cos (~' + ~"). 
Observe that F~ is continuous for t # u (mod 2~), and becomes very large 
positive when t -u  becomes mall (rood 2z): since ? has a continuously 
turning tangent line, cos (~'+a") will be close to 1 for small z -$ .  I t  
follows that F~ always has a minimum value m! 
In Section 1, we called ~ roundish if 
cos (~ '+d ' )>c=c( r )>0 
for all points z and $ on y. Thus for a roundish curve, m = min Fu must 
be positive. On the other hand, if m>0,  then by (3.4), cos (~'÷~") will 
be positive and bounded away from zero for lz-~1 >e> 0, and we have 
seen already that cos (~'A-~") is close to 1 for small z-C.  
The following lemma, although not used here, is of interest because 
it shows that the strongly analytic Jordan curves considered by POM~E- 
~r ;w in [7] are a special case of roundish curves. 
Lv ,~A 3.2. Suppose that 7 is strongly analytic in the sense that the 
mapping/unction ¢(w) has a univalent analytic continuation to some region 
[wl >~, where ~ <~/2-1. Then ~ is roundish. 
PROOP. Whenever ~b(w) is univalent for [w] > 1, one has the repre- 
sentation 
~o 
log q~(w)-~(c°)= loga-~ a~,w-I'o~ -v, Jwl>l, IwL>l 
W--0)  tt,  v= 1 
where a is the capacity of 7 and the constants a,, are (called) the Faber 
coefficients of ¢(w) (of. [9b]). In the present case, one can apply the 
formula also to w=dt,  co= e (u. Differentiating the result with respect o 
t and u, one obtains via (3.2), 
(3.5) Gu(t, u)=Re ~ a~e -~-~'~. 
In order to estimate Gu we need an appropriate form of G~uNsKr's 
inequalities [2]. For the general case of univalent ~(w), the Faber coef- 
ficients a~, are such that 
(3.6) I~a.,.,,, c.,., d..,t < (~?,lc~l~l~,)½(~,ld, l~l~,) ½ 
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for every choice of complex numbers c, and d, (cf. [9a]). In our case the 
inequality can be applied to ¢(~w) as well as to ~(w). That is, the coef- 
ficients a,r in (3.6) may be replaced by a,,~ -~-'. Equivalently, we may 
replace er and d, on the right-hand side by ~rc, and ~rd, (cf. [7], p. 113). 
Applying the resulting inequality to c~ =#e -~t, dr = ve -~'~ one obtains the 
estimate 
(l_eZ) 2 =¼--5, 6>0. 
It now follows from the formula in Lemma 3.1 that 
hence y is indeed roundish. 
We now come to the fundamental 
LEMMA 3.3. Let ~ be a roundish Jordan curve (o] class C1+), let ul <. . .  < 
< un < ul  + 2z,  and similarly vl <. . .  < vn < vl ÷ 2z. Set 
~Tk = us~- vs~, k = 1, ..., n; ~7 = av ~7~ = (iT1 +. . .  + 17n)ln, 
and define 
(3,7) 2=max I ~ {F(us, u~÷lTS--~Tk)--I~(us, k)}l. 
i k . i  
Then with m=min Fu(t, u), 
(3 .s )  max IW-  (71 < - - -  
k m n 
PROOF. One can write 
u~ + ~Tj- ~7~-:us + v~-  v J, 
hence if k >j,  both u~ and uk + ~TJ-~7~ lie between uj and uj + 2z. Similarly, 
if k<j ,  both numbers lie between us and us-2z .  Thus in any case, we 
can apply the mean-value theorem to F(us, u) over the u-interval with 
end-points uk and u~+~]~-~]f. Using Lemma 3.1, we thus find that 
F(u  s, u~ + ~s-~) -F (u  s, u~)= (~7s - ~Tk) Fu(us, u~*) l ~>< (~s- ~)m(17s - ~)m ifif ~s > 7~,~7s < 7~. 
Taking ~]= max r#, formula (3.7) now shows that 
n(max r], - @) = ~ (max I7, - ~)  = ~ (~s - ~) ~< 2lm, 
k=l  k~j  
hence 
max i 7, < (7 + 2/mn. 
Similarly, taking ~]s= rain ~7,, 
rain 9, ~> @- 2/mn. 
(To be continued) 
